
Contracts & Agencies  

Whether he/she is an agent of the company ?       

A person who has never been appointed but behaves like one, had the behaviour 
like that, had there been an agent, would bind the company in contract.  

s198C Managing director (RR s135) ; directors of a company may confer on a 
managing director any of the powers that the directors can exercise  

- Board of directors is permitted to appoint one of their members 
as their managing director  

- The directors may/vary a conferral of powers on the MD  

*Page 48 of self notes on differences between ‘conferral’ and ‘delegation’  

If the agent acts within authority and enters a contract for the principal with the 
third party - the principal will be bound although they were never directly involved 
(s126 of the ACT). If an agent does not have authority they may be liable to the 
principal or the third party  

 

MD’s Scope of role authority Case law :  

- Hely-Hutchinson v Brayhead Ltd (1958) ; that person to ‘do all such things 
as fall within the usual scope of that office’  

- IpJA v Enwells Proprietary Ltd ; ‘deal with everyday matters to supervise 
the daily running of the company, to supervise other managers, and indeed 
generally in charge of the business of the company’  

- Freeman & Lockyer v Buckhurst Park Properties (Mangal) Ltd ; engaging 
others to provide services for the company  

- Crabtree- Vickers Pty Ltf v Australian Direct Mail Advertising & 
Addressing Co Pty Ltd ; authoring agents to make contract of the company 
of the nature that a managing director could usually make  
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Solvent company :  

In a solvent company, the best interest of the company is correlative with the best 
interests of shareholders, taken as a whole ( Ngulri Lrd v McCann (1953)), future 
and current shareholders are included in the above mentioning of shareholders.  

Insolvent company:  

In an insolvent company, the company’s best interest is to look after the interest of 
creditors (Walker v Wimbourne (1976)). In Parke v Daily News Ltd, it is 
established that  company directors can still consider other interests but cannot 
prioritise them over the company's best interest in decision-making if such interests 
are non-financial and contrary.  

Subjective analysis 

This subjective analysis considers the director’s state of mind at the time of this 
relevant conduct (Bell Group Ltd). Hutton v West Cork Railways Co stated that a 
director must believe that their conduct is in the best interests of the company 
honestly.   

Objective analysis  

Was J’s belief that they were acting in the best interests of the corporation 
“reasonable”? 

Bell Group Ltd states that the directors’ belief that they were acting in the best 
interest of the company “will be reasonable, unless no reasonable director would 
hold it”. Hutton v West Cork Railways Co further asserted that judges are not best 
placed to judge the rationality of business decisions, but rather directors are best 
placed. 

 

 

(B) FOR A PROPER PURPOSE  

The requirement that the directors exercise their powers for proper purposes 
involves the consideration of (a) the objective purpose for which the power was 
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Re Wan Ze Property Development (Aust) Pty Ltd (2012) A director makes 
improper use of their position when they: 

- (1) withdraw funds from the company’s bank account for the benefit of 
themselves and others without the authority of the company;     

- (2) sell company property to an associate at an unreasonably discounted rate - 
Can be also in breach of some fiduciary obligations at the same time.    
   

Fodare Pty Ltd v Shearn (2011) 29 ACLC 11-036 (D treat company’s assets as if it 
were they own = clear breach of s182) 

A director makes improper use of their position when they organise for some of the 
money made from the sale of a property owned by the company to be paid to 
themselves and members of their family.  

C. POTENTIAL STANDING    

- ASIC can enforce the misuse of position obligation in s182  
- Company can take action / seek compensation for breach of s182  

D. Remedies 

- Page 108 self notes 

 

The order in how civil and criminal liability can be run (s1317M & s1317P)  

- Criminal liability Page 108 self notes  

The company could seek compensation for losses resulting from the breach of 
s182.  

E. RELIEF  

Exoneration by Court in Civil Penalties: As with all civil penalties provision, the 
defendant could apply for Relief under s1317S for civil liability. S1318 may apply 
if there are civil proceedingse.g. application of DoC = civil proceedings. However, 
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